MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT

SAL VACIRCA YOUNG INVESTIGATORS SYMPOSIUM
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
1275 York Ave, New York, NY,
Hoffman Auditorium

February 24, 2009
Coffee and Cookies at 6:00-6:30pm, Symposium Commences 6:30pm

SPEAKERS:

1. Xuan Zhao – Polytechnic Institute of New York University
   Determine optimal (prone vs. supine) treatment positions for breast radiotherapy

2. Joseph P. Santoro – Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
   Evaluation of fluoroscopically-aided respiratory gating

3. Stewart J. Becker – NYU Medical Center
   Delivered Dose to body organs associated with breast radiation therapy

Attendees will learn about the following topics in clinical medical physics:
1) Determination of optimal (prone vs. supine) treatment positions for breast radiotherapy
2) Evaluation of a fluoroscopically-aided respiratory gating system
3) A study of delivered dose to body organs associated with breast radiation therapy

Attendees will receive 1hr CAMPEP credit
15 minutes per speaker plus 10 minutes for questions and answers

RAMPS Board Meeting: 5:00-6:00pm, MSKCC: S1132 (Schwartz Building)